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\starttext



Whydoweneed \starttext?

⋄ PlainTEXhas only the \end command (or better \bye to flush remaining objects)
tofinish adocument.

⋄ ConTEXtuse the \stoptext command tofinish adocument but it requires also
\starttext tomark the begin of a document.

⋄ Whydowehave to tell ConTEXtwhere thedocument startswhenplainTEXhas
noneed for this?



Minimal examplewithout \starttext

\centerline{\bf A SHORT STORY}
\vskip 6pt
\centerline{\sl by A. U. Thor}
\vskip .5cm
Once upon a time, in a distant
galaxy called Ööç,

there lived a computer
named R.~J. Drofnats.

Mr.~Drofnats—or “R. J.,” as
he preferred to be called—
was happiest when he was at work
typesetting beautiful documents.

\bye
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A SHORT STORY

by A. U. Thor



Minimal examplewith \starttext

\starttext

\centerline{\bf A SHORT STORY}
\vskip 6pt
\centerline{\sl by A. U. Thor}
\vskip .5cm
Once upon a time, in a distant
galaxy called Ööç,

there lived a computer
named R.~J. Drofnats.

Mr.~Drofnats—or “R. J.,” as
he preferred to be called—
was happiest when he was at work
typesetting beautiful documents.

\stoptext
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Whyare the examples different?

⋄ PlainTEXpreloads its default fonts in the formatfile andwhenyouprocess afile
these fonts are used for the text.

⋄ ConTEXtdoesn't postpones the loading of the default fonts until \starttext and
since the commandwasnever usedno fonts are loaded.

⋄ Only the \hbox commanduses a fallback font in casenomain font is usedwhich
leads to certain string being visible in thepdf.



Howcan this befixed?

⋄ Oneway to get the text back in the output is to load a font at the start of the
documentwith \setupbodyfont.

⋄ Thebetter and correctway is to put \starttext at the beginning of the document
which loads thedefault font in the case that no other font hasn't been loaded.

⋄ There isn't even any othermethodbesides adding \starttextbecauseConTEXt
loads and enables a fewother setting besides thedefault font at this point and
omitting \starttext canhave side effects.



Whathappenswhenweput
\starttext in \starttext?

⋄ The \starttext environment canbenested asmuchasneededandConTEXt
keeps track of the current level.

⋄ The \stoptext at the outermost level is alwaysused tofinish thedocument.

\starttext

\starttext
. . .

\stoptext

\stoptext



What about \startTEXpage?
Whenyouuse \startTEXpage for a single page there is noneed touse \starttext in
the document even though the command is needed to produce text in the output.

\startTEXpage
. . .

\stopTEXpage

There isn't even \stoptext in the document tofinish it.



How \startTEXpageworks
The reasonwhy you can create a documentwhichhas only \startTEXpage as
delimiters is that the commandadd \starttext at the begin of the environment and
\stoptext at the endof it.

A simplified version of the definition for the \startTEXpage looks like this.

\def\startTEXpage
{\starttext

. . . }

\def\stopTEXpage
{ . . .
\stoptext}



Usingmultiple \startTEXpage
environments in adocument

Tousemultiple \startTEXpage environment in a single document put \starttext at
the begin of the document andConTEXtcontinuesuntil it reaches \stoptext at the
same level as thefirst \starttext.

\starttext

\startTEXpage
. . .

\stopTEXpage

\stoptext



What is the difference between
\starttext and \startdocument?

⋄ Like \startTEXpage the \startdocument environment puts \starttext at the
definition of the command.

⋄ Anadditional feature are hooks toflush content (e.g. book cover or title page) at the
begin and endof the document.

⋄ Another feature is setmetadata for thepdf to set the title, author and keywords.

⋄ The \startdocument environment canbeused in combinationswith other
mechanism like the project structure.



Organizingfiles in small and large documents
Dependant on the size of a document there are differentwayshow the content and
style canbe organized.

There are four differentways to structureways to organize them:

1. Singlefile,

2. separatefiles for content and style,

3. product and componentfiles,

4. project filewith product and componentfiles.



Standalonedocuments
For short documents it is often enough to put all settings at the begin of the document
before \starttext.

Thedocument consists only of a singlefile:

text



Separation of content of style
Once thedocument gets longer ormore settings are needed it useful to separate the
content and style of the document.

All settings are put in an environmentfilewhich is then loaded from thefilewith the
content.

text environment



Usingproduct files
Whenadocument gets even larger (e.g. book) it is useful to split the document into
smaller fileswhere each chapter resides in a separatefile.

Theproduct is used to put all files together in a single document and it contains all the
strcuture blocks to separate the document into section blocks, place register or add
covers pages.

A feature of components is that eachfile is a document of its ownandyou canproduce a
pdf for each individual file.



Product structure
Theproductfile loads all the componentfile and the environmentfile.

Whenonly a single component is processed the componentfile loads the environment
file.

product

component

component

environment



Usingproject file
In some cases loading the environmentfile from the product is no longer the preferred
method.

⋄ The environmentfile sharedbymultiple files (e.g. for amagazine).

⋄ The style has been split overmultiple file tomake it easier to handle.

The environmentfile(s) are now loaded from the projectfile and the product and
componentfiles load the projectfile.



Project structure
The structure remains the sameaswith productsbut thefiles loadnow the projectfile
for the document style.

product

component

component

project

product

component

component

environment



Should I load an environment
before or after \startproduct?

When product and componentfiles are used the environment can either be loaded
before or after the corresponding start command.

Inmany case there is nodifference between

\environment docment-style

\startproduct *

and

\startproduct *

\environment docment-style



Loading the environmentbefore \startproduct
Whenan environmentfile is loadedbefore the start-commandof the contentfile and
there is a custom font setting in the environment, no default fonts are loaded.



Loading the environment after \startproduct
Whenan environment is loaded after the start-commandof the contentfile, ConTEXt
always loads its default fonts before custom fonts in the style are enabled.

A featurewhich canbeused in this case are the product and componentmodes.When
themainfile is the product itsmode is active in the environmentbutwhenonly a single
component is processed itsmode is active. This canbeused to change the style of
section titles or other elements.

\startmode[*component]
. . .

\stopmode



\stoptext


